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PRESS RELEASE

From LAMPO to LAMPO3: The evolution to a purpose designed 
premium EV. 
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Executive Summary

LAMPO3 is a battery powered electric demonstration sports car developed on the 
base of 30.000 km lessons learned with its predecessors LAMPO and LAMPO2. It 
features a purpose designed light weight chassis, a 2+2 coupé design and a fast 
charge option. The BRUSA powertrain (3 motors with a total output of 420 kW) 
guarantee extreme performances without compromises in terms of efficiency. 
LAMPO3 has been developed by Protoscar (www.protoscar.com ), a Swiss company 
working for OEMs, power utilities and governments, and since 24 years specialized 
in the development of CleanCar projects. LAMPO3 has been unveiled the 11 May in 
the M-Way Shop in Zürich. 
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LAMPO evolution 

LAMPO3 is the 3rd sports EV prototype realized by Protoscar, the first company worldwide 
having developed three generations of 4WD sporty EVs within three years. After more 
than 30.000 kilometers “lessons learned” with its predecessors LAMPO and LAMPO2,
tested by more than 500 different drivers (mostly OEM’s engineers) on European roads 
and test tracks, Protoscar’s highly specialized staff made its dream become truth: the 
purpose designed 2+2 coupé LAMPO3.

LAMPO (presented in 2009) and LAMPO
2
 (presented in 2010) have permitted to collect all the 

necessary experience for Lampo
3
: the first purpose-designed EV supercar. 

Purpose designed chassis 

LAMPO3 is an electric sports car with purpose designed lightweight chassis that 
impressively shows un-compromised CleanCar design and engineering competences: 

1) For the first time a pure electric 2+2 coupé features a chassis specifically built around 
the electric components, unlike most OEMs’ EV-chassis, which are adapted from 
internal combustion versions. LAMPO3 is the worldwide first pure electric sports car 
being a 2+2 seater and providing enough luggage space and optimized ergonomics. 

2) The light weight chassis carries actively cooled batteries, optimally positioned in the 
central tunnel to improve drive dynamics, safety and pay load.

3) Three motors - of which two on the rear axle and one on the front axle - allow an 
improved dynamic behaviour of the car and an optimized torque vectoring, not only 
between front and rear axles, but also between the two rear wheels (the motors actively 
drive on different adapted RPMs for instance in curves, where the inner wheel turns 
slower than the outer wheel). 
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Technical description and top performances 

LAMPO3 has three electric motors (in fact becoming a four-wheel drive with variable 
torque between front and rear axle for optimal handling, safety and efficiency) with a total 
output of 420 kW (equivalent to 550 HP), 900 Nm and 32 kWh of Lithium-Ion battery 
capacity. LAMPO3 features real sports-car performances: 4.5 seconds for accelerating 
from 0 to 100 km/h, 220 km/h of max. speed, and 200 km of range. More than enough 
energy for driving throughout the whole year is produced by a remote solar plant, allowing 
a real zero-emission drive..

As the first two LAMPO prototypes, LAMPO3 impressively demonstrates that from a pure 
performance point of view (acceleration, torque, overtaking, speed, efficiency) pure E-drive 
is THE solution not only for city cars, but for all other types of vehicles including premium-
segment cars (the only segment, through which new technologies have been introduced 
into the market successfully so far). The real performance of LAMPO3 will be 
demonstrated on different test-tracks during the year 2011 by the winner of the 2010 GT1 
24 hours of LeMans, Mr Gabriele Gardel. Catch him … if you can!

For the first time a LAMPO concept could be produced in a micro-series for public 
customers such as companies involved in the EV development, entities dealing with the 
promotion of EVs and private enthusiasts.

Charging Modes

LAMPO3 is equipped with the new BRUSA on-board charger NLG6 allowing up to a 22kW 
of charging power. Therefore LAMPO3 can be charged with every kind of power actually 
on the market: from a standard single-phase 10 A plug, up to a three-phase 32A for 
charging at industrial plugs (fleet users).
Moreover LAMPO3 has an interface for DC fast charging based on CHAdeMO standard 
(www.chademo.com). With LAMPO3 different infrastructure solutions will be tested and 
evaluated. 

Home Charge Device 
The Home Charge Device offers maximum safety to charge any compatible electric 
vehicle, because its hardware and software is personalized to a specific car brand, model, 
plug (Type 1 / 2 / 3 or CEEPlus Plug) and to a specific national grid. 
Electric plugs are available everywhere, but not all of them can withstand the full power 
required by an electric vehicle charger. The HCD allows the automatic adapting according 
to the limitations of the available infrastructure. 
The HCD is to be considered as “snow chains”: because it is personalized, it follows the 
specific car once the car changes to a second user. This is why the HCD is conceived as a 
mobile device, and can easily be hanged up on the wall (in the garage or outside, since 
the HCD is conceived both, for indoor and outdoor use). The marketing concept is to offer  
the possibility of ordering the HCD equipment device and its proper installation at the 
same time, including a relevant check of the existing electric domestic installation.
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Fast Charge (in association with ABB)
The ABB DC fast charge station is conceived to dramatically decrease the charging time of 
electric vehicles. According to the battery type and its status, an additional range of up to 
100 km can be achieved within 10 minutes of charging. This charging solution is mainly 
intended as a range extension, not as a recharge system for full charges, although this 
would be possible as well (at least between 20% and 80% DOD - according to the battery 
type and status).
The ABB DC fast charge follows the CHAdeMO standard. Two characteristics define this 
standard: protocol and connector compatibility - both will be made available by CHAdeMO, 
and no IP will limit the diffusion of such systems. Nissan, Mitsubishi, Subaru, Peugeot, 
Citroen, Think and Protoscar already support this standard from an OEM point of view.

Philosophy  

Well to Wheel approach
Protoscar not just realises zero emission vehicles, but also cares about the energy needed 
to let them move. This takes into account the entire energy chain, focused on CO2

emissions - the so called “Well-to-Wheel” (www.optiresource.com). LAMPO3 is powered by 
solar energy, produced by a remote 16 kWh photovoltaic plant located in Seggiano 
(Tuscany), Vitabella Palazzetto. The energy produced is put into the global grid and 
charges the LAMPOs around Europe when needed. The goal is to self-produce all the 
energy that we need for the car getting to counterbalance the entire consumption. See: 
www.sunnyportal.com/Templates/PublicPageOverview.aspx?page=c07b1bc9-afdd-4ae9-
a489-8ffb4fbcea9d&plant=496a607f-3e95-44fe-bef5-4013639397a3&splang=it-IT

Innovative top-down approach
With LAMPO3 we clearly apply a top-down approach, instead of a bottom-up strategy. 
Traditionally the automobile sector initially shows trendy characteristics in exclusive, 
premium, vehicles. Unavoidably, at first the price of such products is very high but with 
growing production the prices decrease, allowing a large number of people to have access 
to the new technology (in other words the first buyers allow the technology to circulate). 
However, in the electric vehicles market the strategy is often contrary based on a bottom-
up approach. This is the reason why electric vehicles are not always successful. In today’s 
market the majority of the EV promoters try to sell electric cars as a “rational vehicle” and 
forget the emotional aspects. But as a matter of fact, for most buyers a car is essentially 
an emotional object and not only a means of transport. The LAMPO3 as well as its 
predecessors LAMPO and LAMPO2 shall demonstrate that electric drivetrains can be 
perceived positively and totally accepted if placed and launched in a different way. 

Vehicle‘s name and logo
LAMPO3 - “3” because it is not just the third car within the LAMPO project developed by 
Protoscar, but it is even more efficient than its predecessors and the purpose design 
chassis represents a huge step forward in terms of design and engineering of sporty Evs.
In the Italian language LAMPO means „lightning“. A lightning stands for power, especially 
for electric energy like the one propelling LAMPO3. Moreover a lightning is fast, intense, 
impressive and, last but not least, LAMPO3 is a product of nature. The edgy logo of 
LAMPO3 with its straight lines reminds the lightening and emphasizes the electric spirit of 
the car. 
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Vehicle’s design
The Design of LAMPO3 has been inspired from an oblique approach to car design, 
combined with an essential rule for an extremely advanced, performing and efficient 
vehicle: form follows function. 
We took inspiration from the American Le Mans and FIA GT1 series cars, where all the 
functional aspects of these high performance cars are presented in a stylish way. 
The general layout of the vehicle, consisting in a shortened bonnet, front wheels close to 
the cabin, long wheelbase and short rear overhang, helps to give a very dynamic feel to 
the silhouette of the car. This combined with some “LAMPO DNA” design clues creates the  
mix that lead to the final design that wears LAMPO3 body. 

Protoscar

Protoscar SA (www.protoscar.com) is a design company founded in 1987 specialized in 
CleanCars and based in Rovio (Ticino, Switzerland). It presently employs 14 specialists.
We act like a “Minergie-architect”, but apply the efficiency-concepts to cars, mainly by 
introducing electrification. Our unique experiences and holistic approach allow us not only 
to develop forward looking strategies and outstanding vehicle concepts, but also to support 
the market introduction of CleanCars and the communication activity of these 
technologies. We are proud to include worldwide companies like Alpiq, Fraunhofer IAO, 
ABB, Daimler AG, General Motors, Rinspeed-Esoro and Nissan among our faithful clients. 

Sponsors & Partners

Protoscar would like to thank all partners and sponsors who have allowed such an 
ambitious project as LAMPO to become reality: In addition to BRUSA, which supplies the 
components of the whole drive train, the main partners and sponsors of LAMPO3 are 
ALPIQ (leading Swiss company in power generation and distribution), ABB (DC fast-
charging technology), Credit Suisse (one of the world’s leading financial services 
providers), m-way (future distribution) and the Swiss Federal Office of Energy as well as 
the technical partners Metaltool, Q11, EVTEC, BASF, Nationale Suisse and Leoni. 

Contact
Pietro de Francisci 
Protoscar SA 
+41 (0)91 649 60 60 
p.defrancisci@protoscar.com



Electric vehicle (3 electric motors and Li-ion batteries),
fixed transmission ratio (1/6.4)

4
32
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80

400
200
400
80

216
360

water
    >800 / >160’000

Max. speed (km/h):

Acceleration (sec., 0-100 km/h):

WtW emissions (g CO2):

Max torque on the wheels (Nm):

Range (km):

Energy consumption (Wh/km - ton):

Cost of energy (CHF/100km):

approx. 220

approx. 4.5

0

5'760

200 

99

approx 2.40

Quantity
Total rated energy (kWh)
Full charge (EU domestic plug) (h)
Total capacity 0.5C (Ah)
Nominal voltage (V)
Max. continuos discharge current (A)
Max. peak discharge current (A)
Max. charging current (A)
Total number of cells
Total weight (kg)
Cooling
Estimated life time @ 80% DOD (cycles/km):

Type: BRUSA NLG6; quantity
Power (kW)
Cooling

Type: BRUSA BSC624-12V

1
22

water

3, one on front axle, two on rear axle
420           

900 (from 0 to 4'500 rpm)
water          

Type:  BRUSA EVB2 Li battery packs based on prismatic
Kokam SLPB cells (Li-ion with polymeric electrolyte)

Type: BRUSA HSM1-10.17.12 hybrid synchronous with transaxle
gearbox, powered by a BRUSA DMC534 inverter
Quantity:
Max Power (kW): 420 
Max shaft torque (Nm):
Cooling:

Purpose design chassis:                                                                                                                                                                              
1) For the first time a pure electric 2+2 coupé features a chassis 
specifically built around the electric components, unlike most 
OEMs’ EV-chassis, which are adapted from internal combustion 
versions. LAMPO3 is the worldwide first pure electric sports car 
being a 2+2 seater and providing enough luggage space.
2) The light weight chassis carries actively cooled batteries, 
optimally positioned in the central tunnel to improve drive 
dynamics, safety and pay load. 
3) Three motors - of which two on the rear axle and one on the 
front axle - allow an improved dynamic behaviour of the car and 
an optimized torque vectoring, not only between front and rear 
axles, but also between the two rear wheels (the motors actively 
drive on different adapted RPMs for instance in curves, where 
the inner wheel turns slower than the outer wheel).

Four wheel drive with active torque vectoring: thanks to the 
3 electric motors it is possible to control the torque of each rear 
wheel separately. 

Charging: LAMPO3 is equipped with the new BRUSA on-board 
charger NLG6 allowing up to a 22kW of charging power. This 
means that LAMPO3 can be charged with every kind of power 
actually on the market: from a standard single-phase 10 A plug, 
up to a three-phase 32A for charging at industrial plugs (fleet 
users). Moreover LAMPO3 has an interface for DC fast 
charging based on CHAdeMO standard (www.chademo.com).

External charging status LED, integrated charging cable 
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Tubular steel chassis, composite material body

4’687
1’998
1’307
3’000
2 + 2
1’700

245/40 R18 front, 295/35 R18 rear

Driving style settings 
Sport steering wheel 
Electric heating
Central locking system
Electric brake button on steering wheel
Boost button on steering wheels

Aerodynamic flat floor
Targa roof
Aerodynamic shaped back wheels cover
LED tail lights

Exterior equipment
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LAMPO3 events

11 May       World Premiere m-way Shop Zürich
18-22 May    Challenge Bibendum Berlin
8-12 June    Le Mans parade
7-9 July    Silvretta rally Montafon
16-18 August   Prolog raid Zürich
12-25 September  IAA Frankfurt (TBC)
10-13 November  VELexpo Lugano



World Premiere m-way Shop Zürich



Challenge Bibendum Berlin
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PARTNERS, SPONSORS & MAIN SUPPLIERS 

 
 
With the realization of LAMPO3 Protoscar has reached a new top level of CleanCar Design 
and Engineering. Thanks to the experience with its predecessors LAMPO and LAMPO2 -
which have covered a distance of more than 30’000 km through Europe - Protoscar made 
its dream become reality: for the first time a pure electric 2+2 coupé features a purpose 
designed light weight chassis built around its electric components.  Actively cooled 
batteries are positioned in the central tunnel. 3 motors - 2 rear, 1 front - improve drive 
dynamics and optimize the torque vectoring between front and rear axles, as well as 
between the 2 rear wheels. As the first two LAMPO prototypes, LAMPO3 impressively 
demonstrates that from a pure performance point of view (acceleration, torque, overtaking, 
speed, efficiency) pure E-drive is THE solution not only for city cars, but for all other types 
of vehicles including premium-segment cars 
 
 
I would like to thank all of our faithful and new partners, sponsors and suppliers for their 
support and interest in joining such an ambitious project. The collaboration between 
Protoscar and these companies has surely been enriching for all participants in many 
ways.  
 
Now that all our enthusiastic work becomes reality, I’m proud to show you LAMPO3 that 
will be unveiled at the M-Way shop in Zürich on May 11th 2011. 
 
 
 

 
 Marco Piffaretti 

 
Very special thanks to: 
 

Josef, Fredy, Dr. Philipp, Axel, Alex, Pietro, Roland, Vasco, Arno, Andrea, Thomas, Urs, 
Markus, Luca, Giorgio, Franca, Stefano, Paula, Giovanni, Miriam, Giacomo, Olympia, 
Dario, Luca, Sandro P., Sandro M., Mauro, Martin, Peter, Tania G., Tania B, Nick, Simona, 
Enzo,…  
 
…from Switzerland, Germany, New Zealand, Oesterreich, Canada, Spain, Italy and 
France. 
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ABB (Asea Brown Boveri Ltd) 

                                                                                                                

 

 
ABB (www.abb.com) is a leader in power and automation technologies that enable utility 
and industry customers to improve their performance while lowering environmental impact. 
The ABB Group of companies operates in around 100 countries and employs about 
124,000 people. 
 
ABB applies its competence to develop the infrastructure technologies needed to make 
widespread electric vehicle use a reality. ABB's involvement in the LAMPO project focuses 
on the electrical grid and charging system. For example for the Geneva International Motor 
Show 2011 ABB provided the advanced off-board DC fast charge station. Able to deliver 
as much as 100 kW charging power to the vehicle, this solution also simultaneously 
manages the grid voltage and ensures power quality in the grid is actively improved. 
The unit demonstrated in Geneva is a part of ABB's product range of charging solutions 
that include fast, ultra fast and regular charge stations. ABB is working with Protoscar to 
demonstrate DC fast charging technology in the LAMPO3, offering 10 minutes refueling for 
100 km. 
 
ABB's contribution to the electric vehicle infrastructure is more than a century of 
experience in grid architecture, and several decades in power electronics. Through the 
application of the smart grid technologies, ABB develops the infrastructure needed to 
connect electric vehicles to the grid and helps make sustainable mobility a reality. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact 
 
For all publication issues 
Mrs. Irina Kurdina (Marketing Communication Manager Power Electronics) 
Austrasse 
5300, Turgi, Argau, SWITZERLAND 
e-mail: irina.kurdina@ch.abb.com 
phone: +41 58 589 2487 
 
For all technology questions 
Mr. Nick Butcher (Product Manager DC Vehicle Charging) 
Austrasse 
5300, Turgi, Argau, SWITZERLAND 
e-mail: nick.butcher@ch.abb.com 
phone: +41 58 589 26 80 
mobile: +41 79 620 80 55 
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Alpiq. Think Energy. Think Service 
 

 
 
 
Alpiq Holding Ltd. is Switzerland’s leading energy trading company and largest service 
provider with a pan-European reach. The Group was formed at the beginning of 2009 
through the merger of two energy pioneers, Atel Holding Ltd and Energie Ouest Suisse SA 
(EOS). Operating in 33 countries with subsidiaries present in 28 countries, it employs more 
than 11,000 people and generated consolidated revenue of over CHF 14 billion for 2010. 
Alpiq is engaged in power generation and transmission, energy sales and trading, and 
energy services. The company is responsible for supplying about one third of 
Switzerland’s electricity needs. �
 
Alpiq has been committed to electric mobility for a number of years. We see electric and 
electric pluggable vehicles as a promising solution to reduce CO2 emissions and to 
improve energy efficiency in the transport sector.  
As a major player in the Swiss electricity sector, Alpiq aims to find solutions for an optimal 
integration of the electric vehicles charging infrastructure into the grid. We contribute to the 
concept and the development of an efficient and adapted country-wide network of 
standardized charging stations. 
Our partnership with Protoscar and the sponsorship of LAMPO, LAMPO2 and LAMPO3 are 
in line with the Alpiq long term strategy of facilitating the introduction of electric vehicles in 
Switzerland. With this collaboration, we could recently put on the market an innovative and 
smart solution for a home charging station.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact 
 
Mr. Andreas Werz, Head of Media and External Communication 
e-mail: andreas.werz@alpiq.com 
phone: +41 (0)62 286 75 47 
website: www.alpiq.ch 
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High-efficient power electronics for electrically driven vehicles

 

 
Company 
Since BRUSA Elektronik AG was founded in 1985, we focus on the development of highly 
efficient power electronics for electric mobility. The company belongs to its staff and has 
grown steadily due to careful business development. Today it is an acclaimed technology 
leader in its field. 
 
System 
Due to its long-standing know-how and top-notch technology, BRUSA Elektronik AG 
develops high quality electrical systems, precisely matched to the application. Devices to 
control and convert electric energy according to the individual needs of the customer are 
challenge and motivation for our staff. 
 
Drive 
BRUSA drive systems are exactly tailored to the needs of hybrid and electric vehicles. 
Liquid cooled motors and controllers along with matched gearsets are suitable for different 
types of vehicles, while their compact size accounts for the needs of individual packaging 
constraints. 
 
Energy 
BRUSA Lithium-Polymer batteries are optimally suited for electric vehicles due to their 
well-balanced ratio of energy content, power and weight. Due to our specifically developed 
battery management system we ensure a safe energy supply at maximum user value. 
 
LAMPO3 
BRUSA Elektroinik AG contributes to the LAMPO project by supplying its latest drivetrain 
components for this full size four-seat sport-vehicle: The electric motors 3 x HSM1-
10.18.13/150kW hybrid-synchronous with gearbox, the motor controllers 3 x 
DMC534/150kW, the Li-Ion battery 4 x EVB2 Li-battery packs 400V/8kWh based on 
prismatic Kokam cells, the battery charger NLG6/20kW and the DC/DC converter 
BSC624-12V/3.5kW. 
The Highlight is the high power on-board charger: Charging time 1.5 hours for 4 
batteries! The average range with four batteries is  200km. 
 
 
 
Contact 
 
Andrea Lieberherr 
Marketing 
BRUSA Elektronik AG 
Switzerland 
e-mail: andrea.lieberherr@brusa.biz  
phone: +41 81 758 19 55 
website: www.brusa.biz 
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CHAdeMO 

                                                                                                

CHAdeMO is a trade name of a quick charging method that this Association is proposing 
globally as an industry standard. "CHAdeMO" is an abbreviation of "CHArge de MOve", 
equivalent to "charge for moving", and is a pun for "O cha demo ikaga desuka" in 
Japanese, meaning "Let's have a tea while charging" in English. 
This standard, adopted on 15th March 2010, was developed jointly by the members of the 
CHAdeMO Association, hosted by TEPCO, electricity provider to the Tokyo region; the 
Association boasts more than 300 member companies, including car manufacturers and 
charger makers. 

The evolution of efficient charging infrastructures across society should greatly benefit 
from recommending and standardizing the CHAdeMO Protocol as a global standard and 
seeking a speedy solution to common challenges by coordinating technologies of practical 
value. 
Close inter-disciplinary fair alliances and collaboration between interested businesses and 
associations should also drive the efficient deployment of such activities. 
This is how the Association has come into being as a core of the work of developing quick 
charging infrastructures. 

The DC quick charge system CHAdeMO is an off-board charging system, with cars acting 
as a master and the charger as a slave, that is functional, safe and a promising solution to 
overcome the range and the charging time problems. The intellectual property of 
CHAdeMO standards (the communication protocol and the plug/inlet geometry) is open 
and freely accessible to all CHAdeMO members. 

With a typical capacity of 50 kilowatts, the CHAdeMO stations can charge 80% of the 
autonomy of a medium size EV within 30 minutes.  

This year several manufacturers have already started the production of DC mixed quick-
charge stations with CHAdeMO’s specifications for their DC system. Up to now, more than 
600 CHAdeMo charging stations have been installed in the world. 

Protoscar believes in the future of the CHAdeMO standard. This is the reason why big 
efforts have been invested into the support of the Association. In more, LAMPO and 
LAMPO2 have been the first European electric vehicles compatible with the CHAdeMO 
standard. 

  

Contact 
 
CHAdeMo European Liason 
Inovos – Paris 
e-mail: chademo@inovos.fr 
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Credit Suisse AG 

                                                                                     

 

 

 

 

Credit Suisse AG is one of the world's leading financial services providers and is part of 
the Credit Suisse group of companies (referred to here as 'Credit Suisse'). As an 
integrated bank, Credit Suisse offers clients its combined expertise in the areas of private 
banking, investment banking and asset management. Credit Suisse provides advisory 
services, comprehensive solutions and innovative products to companies, institutional 
clients and high-net-worth private clients globally, as well as to retail clients in Switzerland. 
Credit Suisse is headquartered in Zurich and operates in over 50 countries worldwide. The 
group employs approximately 50,100 people.  

The social and economic impacts of global climate change are becoming increasingly 
evident. It is therefore essential for the international community to take prompt action to 
prevent the most severe consequences. Credit Suisse can contribute to these efforts by 
implementing internal measures, by using its expertise to create excellent products and 
services and by supporting innovative projects such as Protoscar’s LAMPO3.  

Further information about Credit Suisse can be found at www.credit-suisse.com 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact 
 
Colin Bollier 
  

CREDIT SUISSE AG 
Private Banking 
Marketing Investment Services & Products, SOLS 6 
Bederstrasse 115 
CH-8070 Zürich 
Schweiz 
phone: +41 44 334 63 90 
fax: +41 44 333 41 76 
e-mail: colin.bollier@credit-suisse.com 
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EVTEC AG (engineering and programming) 

 
EVTEC AG (Electric Vehicle Technologies) is a specialist for electro-mobility. 
The experienced and highly motivated team of engineers offers profound knowledge in 
conception, development and maintenance of prototype- and series products. 

Due to the network of manufacturing partners and suppliers in the field of electric and 
mechatronic components the best quality and efficiency can be guaranteed. 

As an ETH Spin-off (federal institute of technologies Zurich) the affinity to advanced 
research is ensured. EVTEC supports current student projects such as Formula Student 
Electric and SunCar at various technical universities. 

Beside car engineering EVTEC is working on 
infrastructure issues, such as Home and Public 
Charging. Therefore various solutions for AC and DC 
Fast charging were evaluated, developed and tested. 
To survey the load ability and lifespan of battery cells 
and systems suitable testbenches are available. 
 
LAMPO3 Project 
EVTEC is the system architect for the entire electric 
system. 
As such EVTEC was responsible the following works: 

- Component evaluation 
- Wiring harness design 

A fully customised wiring harness consisting of signal (low voltage) and power 
connections (high voltage) was manufactured. All wires are labelled according a 
detailing schematic drawing. 

- Vehicle control unit programming 
To suit all requirements and get the maximal flexibility a LAMPO3 specific vehicle 
control software was implemented. Thus the huge number of sensors and actuators 
can be controlled. In total LAMPO3 consists of 148 electric components such as battery 
modules, motors, inverters, pumps and so on. 

- Commissioning and testing 
Based on the tight time schedule a Testbench for the Vehicle control unit was 
developed to begin programming work while the car is not finished. 

 
 
Contact 
 
EVTEC AG 
Titlisstasse 1 
CH-6020 Emmenbrücke / LU 
phone: +41 (0)41 260 88 38 
website: www.evtec.ch 
e-mail:  evtec@evtec.ch 
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LEONI - Thinking in green technologies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LEONI is a global supplier of wires, optical fibres, cables and wiring systems as well as 
related services for the automotive sector and further industries. The LEONI Group, which 
is market-listed in the German MDAX index, employs about 56,000 people in 34 countries 
and, with 87 subsidiaries, generated consolidated sales of € 2.96 billion in 2010. 
 
As a developer and system supplier of cables and harnesses, LEONI offers a big range of 
products which is particularly tailored to customers’ needs and requirements for use in 
electrical and hybrid vehicles since 1992. The product portfolio covers components for 
power distribution and protection in the high voltage harness, complex wiring of lithium 
battery systems as well as high voltage systems connecting the battery, power electronics, 
electric motor and further high voltage components. Electrical safety and electromagnetic 
shielding are the biggest challenges in the context of systems development.   
 
LEONI has designed/equipped the high voltage wiring of LAMPO3 with special shielded 
600 V cables and optimized EMC cable glands.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Contact 
 
Dr. Michael Frommberger 
e-mail: michael.frommberger@leoni.com 
 
Dr. Helmut Kalb 
e-mail: helmut.kalb@leoni.com 
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LoSon (body developing and manufacturing) 

 

 
 
 
LoSon is an aerospace composite manufacturer, with focus on designing and producing 
carbon fiber (CFRP) and glass fiber (GFRP) composite structures.  LoSon offers  the 
integrated competences from design to prototype and production: 

� 3D Designing CFRP / GFRP components 
� Structure simulation  
� Molds development 
� Project management 
� Prototyping  
� Production and assembling  

 
LoSon has been created in 2005 by a group of young engineers, coming from sailing 
experience, who have had always in mind the need of continuous innovation. At the 
beginning the company production has been focused on sport components, as for 
example America’s cup components.  
Since then we have developed skills in aeronautic prototyping, as our target is to move the 
experience and the technology developed for aeronautic to automotive and design.  
LoSon disposes of 200 square meter ISO 7 clean room, two autoclaves  and 500 square 
meter devoted to the development of new products. The company, following its mission, is 
characterized by a strong team of engineering and designing, simulating and developing; 
the structure operates in strict connection with a strong network of suppliers coordinated 
by LoSon engineering, which let LoSon offer its costumer the chance of developing 
complex structure in a very short timing.  
LoSon has contributed to the LAMPO3 project by developing the molds and components of 
the car body, mainly with high tech glass fiber prepreg  with autoclave process.  Molds and 
body have been developed in a very short timing, thanks to a very strict synergy with the 
LAMPO3 project  team.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact 
 
Mr. Alberto Lozza 
e-mail: alberto.lozza@loson.it 
phone: 0039 0331 386051 
fax: 0039 0331 387072 
website: www.loson.it 
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Metaltool (mechanical workshop)  

 

Metaltool is a mechanical workshop – founded in 2001 by Dario Piffaretti – which offers 
various services and currently employs 11 specialists.  
The workshop is characterized by widely using Electric Discharge Machining (EDM). This 
is a machining process that uses a series of electric discharges (sparks) to erode material 
from a workpiece. There are two types of EDM: wire-cutting and die-sinking. EDM is a key 
technology in the manufacture of high-performance molds as well as press tools for the 
series production of plastic, glass and metal parts and for the direct machining of complex 
precision components. 
 
Metaltool realizes primarily:  
 
1. Tools for industries  

- mechanical matrix for printing and overhauling 
- tooling up 
- general mechanical pieces 
- assembling fitting 
- fixing 
- grinding  
- plate tools 
- milling 

 
2. Moulds 

- pressure die casting  
- shearing machine 

The main application fields of Metaltool are: 
- medical 
- luxury zipper  
- mechanical tools 
- special and unique car components 
-  

Metaltool has contributed to the LAMPO2 project by realizing and installing several 
different mechanical special parts. In particular it has provided: 

- structural modification of the chassis in order to adapt it to the electric drivetrain 
- realization of new mechanical parts needed for the new layout of the powertrain  

(e.g. a new front suspension ring in order to locate the front wheels drive axle) 

 
Contact 
 

Mr. Dario Piffaretti 
e-mail: d.piffaretti@metaltool.ch 
phone: +41 (0)91 630 53 00 
website: www.metaltool.ch 
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m-way 

 

 

m-way is the Migros competence center for electric mobility. Its purpose is to set new 
directions in the area of individual mobility. m-way stands out by its innovative and 
thoroughly chosen product range, incorporating electric bicycles, electric scooters, electric 
motorcycles, as well as electric cars. All vehicles correspond to high standards in terms of 
form and functionality, delivering its drivers the pure enjoyment of electric mobility and 
acceleration. That is why Protoscar’s developments, such as the LAMPO3 fit in perfectly 
with the m-way product philosophy. Starting from this launch event, its cutting-edge 
electric vehicles will be distributed by m-way. 
 
m-way places great emphasis on sustainability and green issues. Eco energy certificates 
allow m-way customers to assure that the energy needed for their individual mobility 
comes from green energy sources. 
 
Besides providing a superior range of electric vehicles, m-way is also actively developing 
innovative service solutions that ultimately enable new forms of mobility and interactivity 
between drivers and their vehicles. 
 
m-way works on concepts of situational mobility to move away from car ownership. It 
develops solutions away from status-oriented to networked mobility solutions. m-way 
pursues a global approach regarding network services and value-added solutions. 
 
Since its opening of the world’s first electric mobility concept store in Zurich in October 
2010, m-way has opened a second store in St. Gallen, fully dedicated to two-wheel electric 
vehicles, such as electric bicycles, electric scooters, and electric motorcycles. For the next 
three years, the goal is to cover all of Switzerland with a network of m-way stores, focusing 
on larger agglomerations. Besides that, a network of shop in the shop systems operated 
by partner companies, will contribute to a thorough coverage of the Swiss territory. 
 
Recently, the m-way alliance was launched in order to complement m-way’s product and 
service offering. A network of successful national and international companies, such as 
SBB, Zurich, GE Money Bank, Leaseplan, Alpiq, Bosch, and Siemens add their proficiency 
and know-how to the m-way concept to deliver a superior electric mobility experience to m-
way customers. 
 
m-way is owned by Migros. Therefore it follows the pioneering spirit and the vision of the 
founder Gottlieb Duttweiler, as well as Migros core values (social responsibility + economy 
+ ecology = sustainability). 
 
 
Contact 
 
Mr. Thomas Schroeder, Head of Marketing & Communications 
e-mail: thomas.schroeder@m-way.ch 
phone: +41 (0)79 44 99 33 7 
website: www.m-way.ch 
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Nationale Suisse 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Nationale Suisse is an innovative, international and independent Swiss insurance group. In 
addition to providing attractive risk and pension solutions in the non-life and life fields for a 
discerning clientele, we strengthen and foster special competencies in our specialty lines. 
Here, Nationale Suisse is a niche provider characterized by outstanding expertise and an 
international network.  
 
The art of insurance: this is the quintessence of our services. This core message stands 
for more than just knowledge and ability. For Nationale Suisse it also implies exceptional 
passion and the desire to pursue and implement our goals in an individual, successful and 
attractive manner. By "individual" we mean assuring satisfaction and fulfilling clients' 
wishes sustainably and unbureaucratically. By "successful" we mean creating added value 
in an innovative, efficient way. And by "attractive" we mean taking responsibility and 
putting quality-conscious, future-oriented Swiss reliability into practice.  
 
Just like Nationale Suisse, Protoscar practices the art of building future-oriented vehicles 
with a passion. Lampo3 is a milestone in the construction of an innovative, efficient high-
performance car that boasts sustainability through the use of state-of-the-art technology. It 
also comes with typical Swiss precision, aesthetics and elegance that inspires emotions.  
 
 
Further information about Nationale Suisse can be found at www.nationalesuisse.ch 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact 
 
Nationale Suisse 
Christina Hartmann 
Head Group Corporate Communications 
Nationale Suisse 
Steinengraben 41 
CH-4003 Basel 
Switzerland 
e-mail: christina.hartmann@nationalesuisse.ch 
phone: +41 61 275 23 40 
fax: +41 61 275 22 21 
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Q11 AG (spare parts, online distributor ) 

             
 
Q11 AG is one of the most successful spare parts retailer on the German E-Commerce 
market. The company was founded in 2000 and distributes spare parts out of the 
stockhouse in Zurich throughout Germany via parcel service. 
According to the specific part identification in Germany, Q11 AG uses an in-house 
developed software which guarantees the customers a comfortable and correct product 
choice. High availibilities and a great level of service standards allowed Q11 AG to grow 
up to one of the most popular providers in the automotive after market. 
 
 

 
 
 
To fulfill the requirements of its end consumers, Q11 AG is specialized on spare parts for 
all kind of passenger cars and motorcycles, tyres, cleaning and lubricant products. Q11 
AG offers a wide range of brake parts, exhaust systems, filters, shock absorbers, clutches 
as well as steering and cooling products. 
A central topic of Q11 AG`s business implies that each offered item has to come up to the 
high technological demand of original equipment which is assured by exclusive and 
certified suppliers. 
 
Q11 AG itself has been a pioneer in German E-Commerce 10 years ago and 
accomplished proving the potential of online part trading. The company is now proud to be 
placed one of the most innovative visionary clean cars, which will hopefully affirm the 
rightness of energy efficiency in automotive business. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact 
 
Mr. Christoph Kohler 
e-mail: info@Q-11.de 
phone: +41 (0)44 805 27 10 
website: www.Q-11.de 
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Rudolf Steiner Schools 

                                                                                           

 

Total pedagogy from pre-school up to the end of high school level. 
36 schools in Switzerland, more than 70 kindergarten. 
The Rudolf Steiner Schools create the prerequisites for personal active, inventive learning, 
they foster the individual creativity and develop the interest in one’s fellow-beings and 
surroundings. 
The three pillars of this pedagogy: 
Head: to discover and understand the world and oneself 
Heart: to meaningfully experience what one has recognised 
Hand: to experience the manageability and alterability of life  
This develops a feeling of consistency and a constructive relation to oneself and the 
environment. 
 
Concept of education of the Rudolf Steiner Schools 
The anthroposophical pedagogy’s most important concern is to guide each child to 
achieve independent acting and judging as well as developing self-education. The trust in 
the innate will of each child to learn is based on the understanding that each human being 
indeed has a biological, social, religious or ethnic origin which considerably contributes to 
his life. However, beyond it, each human being has a spiritual origin which enables him to 
develop his innate impulses for an individually-biographic approach to life. The individuality 
and originality of each human being is based on his spiritual origin. This forms his human 
dignity. 
The anthroposophy views the development of the human being as a process which is 
extremely open to the environment while simultaneously encouraging the physical 
development and maturity. The support and promotion of linking individual worldly 
experience and physical development is one of the major pedagogic tasks. Anything 
undertaken with the children on a methodical-educational level during the two first decades 
of their lives is based on their being accompanied appropriately, depending on their age, in 
the development of their individuality. The basis for the pedagogic work is given by the 
knowledge of the anthroposophy of humankind as well as that of the current pedagogic, 
medical and further research. 
The highest aims pursued in a Rudolf Steiner School during the complete school 
curriculum are: a healthy relation to one’s own body, assurance and purity in feeling, 
initiative, imagination and moral responsibility in acting, and independence in judging and 
thinking. These aims are linked to the belief that such qualified human beings dispose of 
all the essential requirements in order to actively contribute to the further development of 
social and cultural life. 
 
The Rudolf Steiner Schools are politically neutral, they are generally humanly organised 
and are open to anyone. 
 
 
Contact 
 
Robert Thomas koordina@sunrise.ch 
website: www.Steinerschule.ch
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SFOE (project support) 

 
 

The Swiss Federal Office of Energy (SFOE) is the office responsible for all questions 
relating to energy supply and energy use within the Federal Department of the 
Environment, Transport, Energy and Communication (DETEC). 
 
The SFOE pursues the following objectives:  

- It creates the necessary conditions for ensuring a sufficient, well diversified and 
secure energy supply that is both economical and ecologically sustainable. 

- It imposes high safety standards in the areas of production, transportation and 
distribution of energy. 

- It sets out to promote efficient energy use, increase the proportion of renewable 
energy in the overall energy mix and reduce the level of CO2 emissions. 

- It promotes and co-ordinates energy research and supports the development of 
new markets for the sustainable supply and use of energy. 

         

The SFOE is proud to be one of the sponsors of LAMPO3! 

 

 

 

 
Contact 
 

Mr. Martin Pulfer 
e-mail: martin.pulfer@bfe.admin.ch 
phone: +41 (0)31 322 49 06 
website: www.bfe.admin.ch 
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Vitabella-Palazzetto (remote photovoltaic power plant) 

 

Vitabella-Palazzetto is a farmhouse situated in Tuscany (Italy) where the sun is (nearly) 
always shining! 
 

This is the reason why it has been decided to develop a remote photovoltaic power plant in 
that place. This photovoltaic plant has three goals: 

1. to produce (more than) enough totally clean energy for driving our electric cars 
LAMPO and LAMPO2; 

2. to become a sample to be copied, particularly as part of the electric-mobility 
solution; 

3. to serve as a didactic tool for the guests of the farmhouse. 
 

 

The manufacturer of the photovoltaic laminate, United Solar Ovonic, is the world leader in 
thin film solar technologies and the manufacture of thin film solar electric laminates. 
Distributed globally under the UNI-SOLAR® brand, the company's products are ideally 
suited for cost-effective solar roofing solutions because they are lightweight, durable, 
flexible, can be integrated directly with building materials, and generate more energy in 
real-world conditions. The solar plant of Vitabella-Palazzetto is installed by the Grosseto-
based company TECNA. 
 

Of course, all the guests of the farmhouse Vitabella-Palazzetto are very welcome to check 
the production of solar energy themselves, spending some absolutely relaxing holidays in 
the direct neighbourhood of Siena, Montalcino and the fabulous “terme di Saturnia”. 

 

 
 
 
Contact 
 

Mr. Walter Tamburelli 
e-mail: info@vitabella-palazzetto.com 
phone: +39 392 23 45 484  
website: www.vitabella-palazzetto.com 



Website

http://www.protoscar.com/LAMPO3.html

Links

http://www.alvolante.it/news/protoscar_lampo3-471061044

http://www.aftermarketleads.com/2011/05/protoscar-lampo3-
best-electric-sports-car-you-cant-buy-yet.html

http://www.buyelectrictruck.com/protoscar-lampo3-best-
electric-sports-car-you-cant-buy-yet.html

http://www.okusato.com/blog/index.php/2011/05/24/lampo3-
supercar-elettrica-e-concept-originale/

http://www.plugincars.com/meet-swiss-electric-supercar-420-
kw-protoscar-lampo3-107170.html

http://www.technologicvehicles.com/fr/actualite-mobilite-
verte/828/video-troisieme-evolution-de-la-sportive-elec

http://www.quattroruote.it/notizie/auto-novita/protoscar-lampo-trimotore-elettrica

http://www.autoblog.it/tag/protoscar+lampo3

http://www.blick.ch/auto/neuheiten/heisser-elektroflitzer-aus-der-schweiz-172407

http://www.plugincars.com/meet-swiss-electric-supercar-420-
kw-protoscar-lampo3-107170.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm
_campaign=Feed:+PluginCars+%28PluginCars.com+RSS+Feed%29&utm_content=G
oogle+Reader

http://www.auto-wirtschaft.ch/news.php?id=2036

http://www.topspeed.com/cars/2011-protoscar-lampo-3-ar110058.html

http://www.tio.ch/aa_pagine_comuni/articolo_interna.asp?idarticolo=635089&idsezi
one=20&idsito=157&idtipo=410

http://auto.bloglive.it/protoscar-lampo3-3079.html

http://automobile.challenges.fr/concept-
cars/20110525.LQA0734/protoscar-lampo3-2011.html












